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Abstract— A two-dimensional (2-D) geometrical propagation
model for wideband terahertz (THz) indoor communications
is proposed. Based on the geometrical model, a parametric
reference model for wideband THz multipath fading channels is
developed. From the reference model, the corresponding power
delay profile is derived and compared with measured data. The
results show good agreement between measured and simulated
power delay spectra.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ultra-wideband Terahertz (THz) communication systems
are expected to help satisfy the ever-growing need for higher
speed wireless communication anywhere and anytime. The terahertz (THz) range spans frequencies between 300 GHz and
10 THz and offers very large unregulated bandwidths in excess
of 10 GHz [1], [2]. This large bandwidth paired with higher
speed wireless links can open the door to a large number of
novel applications such as ultra-high-speed pico-cell cellular
links, wireless short-range communications, secure wireless
communication for military and defense applications, and onbody communication for health monitoring systems.
To successfully design THz communication systems, it is
necessary to have a detailed knowledge of the THz indoor
multipath fading channel and its statistical properties. The
first THz free-space measurements at lower end of THz range
(300 GHz with bandwidth of 10 GHz) have been reported
in [3]-[5] for two indoor scenarios: 1) a free-space link of
devices on a desktop and 2) a free-space connection of a
laptop to an access point in the middle of an office. Recently,
THz free-space measurements and statistical characterization
of 300 GHz channel with bandwidth of 20 GHz have been
reported in [6], [7] for a free-space link of devices on a
desktop. The first ray-tracing and path-loss models for THz
communications have been reported in [8]-[13]. However, no
statistical channel models for THz indoor multipath fading
channels have been proposed.
To address this problem, this paper introduces a new 2-D
reference model for THz wideband indoor channels and shows
that this model can match the measured data in indoor environments. Here, we consider point-to-point communication
links between two stationary directional antennas. From the
scattering point of view, the THz indoor channels have similar
scattering patterns as other indoor (GHz or mm − wave)
channels. However, in addition to that, THz signals may get
reflected from the objects behind the receive (Rx ) antenna,
travel back to the objects near the transmit (Tx ) antenna and
reflect back to be received by the Rx antenna. This effect has
been observed in two independent measurement campaigns

[3], [7] and is the consequence of using very directional and
high gain antennas. While these reflections can be suppressed
in channel sounding experiments by putting absorbers around
the Tx and Rx , in practice channel models and communication
systems need to account for them.
In this paper, we propose a 2-D model for wideband THz
channels that accounts for line-of-sight (LoS), single-reflection
(SR) rays, and double-reflection (DR) rays. To describe our
2-D reference model, we first introduce a 2-D geometrical
model for wideband THz channels that consists of concentric
sectors filled with scatterers around the Tx and Rx . This
model is chosen to adequately account for directionality of
the antennas, one of the key features in THz channels. Then,
we propose a parametric reference model that employs the
concentric-sectors geometry and constructs the input delayspread function as a superposition of LoS, SR, and DR rays.
The parametric nature of the model makes it adaptable to a
variety of propagation environments, i.e., free-space, desktop,
chip-to-chip, or indoor environments. From the new reference
model, we derive the corresponding power delay profile (PDP)
for a 2-D isotropic scattering environment. Finally, we compare the PDPs with those obtained from measurements in [7]
to illustrate the importance of combining the LoS, SR, and
DR rays.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the geometrical concentric-sectors model
and presents a 2-D reference model for wideband THz indoor channels. Section III derives PDP for a 2-D isotropic
scattering environment. Section IV compares measured and
simulated power delay spectra. Finally, Section V provides
some concluding remarks.
II. A R EFERENCE M ODEL FOR W IDEBAND TH Z
C HANNELS
This paper considers a wide-band THz indoor communication link between the stationary Tx and Rx . It is assumed that
both the Tx and Rx are equipped with directional antennas.
This is typical assumption for THz channels due to high path
loss. The radio propagation in indoor environments is characterized by 2-D wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS) with either LoS or NLoS conditions between the
Tx and Rx .
Fig. 1 shows the concentric-sectors model with LoS, SR,
and DR rays. Concentric-sectors are chosen to include antenna
directionality into the model. The concentric-sectors model
defines four arcs, two around the Tx and another two around
the Rx , as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that M fixed
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where Am,l is the amplitude, φm,l is the phase, τm,l is the
time delay of the multipath components, and K is the Rice
factor (ratio of LoS to scatter received power). The amplitudes
of the multipath components Am,l are defined as
√
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Fig. 1. The concentric-sectors model with LoS , SR, and DR rays for a
wideband THz indoor channel.
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omnidirectional scatterers occupy an area between sectors of
radii Rt1 and Rt2 . The lower-boundary on the Rx sector area is
set in the far-field region of the Tx antenna such that scatterers
do not fully block the propagation path. The upper-boundary
on the Rx sector area is set behind the Rx . It is assumed that
(l)
the M scatterers lie on L arcs of radii Rt1 ≤ Rt ≤ Rt2 ,
where 1 ≤ l ≤ L. To account for clustering effect, the lth
arc contains M (l) fixed omnidirectional scatterers, and the
(m, l)th scatterer is denoted by S (m,l) , where 1 ≤ m ≤ M (l) .
Similarly, around the transmitter, Q fixed omnidirectional
scatterers occupy an area between sectors of radii Rr1 and
Rr2 . The lower-boundary on the Tx sector area is set at the
intersection of the Tx and Rx antenna beam-width angles (θT
and θR ) and the upper-boundary on the Tx sector area is set
behind the Tx . It is assumed that the Q scatterers lie on P arcs
(p)
of radii Rr1 ≤ Rr ≤ Rr2 , where 1 ≤ p ≤ P . The pth arcs
contains Q(p) fixed omnidirectional scatterers, and the (p, q)th
receive scatterer is denoted by S (p,q) , where 1 ≤ q ≤ Q(p) .
The distance between the centers of the Tx and Rx is D. The
(m,l)
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, and R
denote distances
symbols T , R , S
AT - S (m,l) , S (m,l) - AR , S (m,l) - S (p,q) , and S (p,q) - AR
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Angles θT and θR in Fig. 1
describe the half-beamwidth of the Tx and Rx antenna in the
x - y plane, respectively, relative to the x - axis. The symbol
(m,l)
αT
denotes the angles of departure (AoD) of the waves that
(p,q)
denotes the
impinge on the scatterers S (m,l) , whereas αR
angles of arrivals (AoA) of the waves double-scattered from
S (m,l) and S (p,q) .
Observe from the 2-D geometrical model in Fig. 1 that some
waves from the Tx antenna elements may traverse directly to
the Rx antenna elements (LoS rays), while others are single-
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where GT and GR are the Tx and Rx antenna gains, respectively, and γ is the path loss exponent. The time delays τm,l
are the travel times of the waves scattered from the scatterers
S (m,l) , i.e.,
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where c0 is the speed of light.
The double-bounced component of the input delay-spread
function is
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where Am,l,p,q , φm,l,p,q and τm,l,p,q denote the amplitudes,
phases, and time delays of the multipath components, respectively. The amplitude of the multipath component Am,l,p,q is
defined as
√
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Finally, the time delay τm,l,p,q is the travel time of the
wave impinged on the scatterer S (m,l) and scattered from the
scatterer S (p,q) , i.e.,
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The parameters ηSR and ηDR in (2) and (5), respectively, spec- αR
are uniformly distributed between (2π − θT )–θT and
ify how much the single- and double-reflected rays contribute (π − θR )–(π + θR ), respectively. Such a distribution implies
in the total power, i.e., these parameters satisfy ηSR +ηDR = 1. that the scatterers in the horizontal plane will have a uniform
(m,l)
It is assumed that the angles of departure (αT ) and the density between the concentric-sectors, if the scattering is
(p,q)
angles of arrival (αR ) are random variables. Furthermore, isotropic in the horizontal plane.
(l)
(p)
it is assumed that the radii Rt and Rr are independent
III. P OWER D ELAY P ROFILE OF THE R EFERENCE M ODEL
random variables. Finally, it is assumed that the phases φm,l ,
In time-invariant channels, the power delay profile (PDP) is
φp,q , and φm,l,p,q are uniform random variables on the interval
defined
as the envelope of h(τ ) [14], i.e.,
[−π, π) that are independent from the angles of departure,
the angles of arrival, and the radii of the sectors. Using the
(14)
P (τ ) = |h(τ )|2 .
assumptions introduced above and the Central Limit Theorem,
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we can conclude that hSR (τ ) and hDR (τ ) are independent Since h (τ ) and h (τ ) are independent zero-mean comzero-mean complex Gaussian random processes. Furthermore, plex Gaussian random processes, it follows that the PDP is
note that double-reflected rays have the angles of departure a summation of the PDP functions of the SR, DR, and LoS
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the LoS time delay is τLoS = D/c0 , and the LoS phase is
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Finally, the LoS component of the PDP is
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Since all locations of scatterers in indoor environment are
equally probable, we assume uniformly distributed scattering
in the concentric-sectors model and to characterize it we use
the joint probability density function (pdf)
f (R, α) =
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Fig. 2 plots several PDPs that can be found in THz
indoor channels. We assume WSSUS isovelocity scattering
environment with the carrier frequency fc = 300 GHz.
Furthermore, we choose the distance between the Tx and
Rx to be D = 20 cm. The Tx and Rx have antenna beamwidths 2θT = 2θR = 10◦ . The LoS propagation scenario is
assumed with Ricean factor K = 2, the number of scatterers
is set to L = P = 10, M = Q = 50, and the radii are

(13)

Since it can be shown that f (R, α) = f (R) · f (α), it implies
that the radii and the angles of arrival and departure are
(l)
(p)
independent random variables. Hence, the radii Rt and Rr
are uniformly distributed between Rt1 and Rt2 and Rr1 and
(m,l)
Rr2 , respectively. Similarly, the AoDs αT
and the AoAs
3

c

chosen to be Rt1 = 0.1 m, Rt2 = 0.25 m, Rr1 = 0.1 m,
Rr2 = 0 m, respectively. To illustrate the impact of the singlereflected and double-reflected rays, we vary ηSR from 0 to 1.
From Fig. 2, we can observe that when single-reflected rays
are dominant, i.e., when ηSR = 1, the excess delay time is
much shorter then when double-reflected rays are dominant,
i.e., when ηDR = 1. Also, we can observe that when both
single-reflected and double-reflected rays are equally present,
i.e., ηSR = ηDR = 0.5, the amplitudes of the reflections are
lower, because single- and double-reflected rays constructively
or destructively combine.
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Fig. 3. The normalized theoretical and measured PDP with the distance
between the Tx and Rx D = 20 cm.
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Fig. 2. The normalized theoretical PDP with the distance between the Tx
and Rx D = 20 cm in several THz indoor scenarios.
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In this section, we compare the theoretical results in Section III with the measured PDP data in [7].
The channel measurements in [7] are collected at fc =
300 GHz with bandwidth of 20 GHz. The distance between
the Tx and Rx was varied between 10 cm and 40 cm. The
Tx and Rx are equipped with directional horn antennas with
equal beam-widths (i.e., 2θT = 2θR = 10◦ ). It is assumed that
the Tx and Rx are stationary, positioned on a desktop and free
of local scatterers. The measurements show that the measured
PDP consists of the LoS component and the double-reflected
component.
Figs. 3 and 4 compare the simulated and measured PDP
functions for two distances D = 20 cm and D = 40 cm,
respectively. The analytical PDP in Fig. 3 is obtained with
the parameters K = 1.9, L = P = 10, M = Q = 50,
Rt1 = 0.1 m, Rt2 = 0.25 m, Rr1 = 0.1 m, Rr2 = 0 m,
ηSR = 0, and ηDR = 1. The Rice factor K is estimated from
the measurements, ηDR is set to 1 because there are no singlereflections in the measurements, and the rest of the parameters
are estimated jointly using the maximum-likelihood approach
in [14]. Similarly, the analytical PDP in Fig. 4 is obtained
with the parameters K = 1.9, L = P = 10, M = Q = 50,
Rt1 = 0.2 m, Rt2 = 0.45 m, Rr1 = 0.2 m, Rr2 = 0 m,
ηSR = 0, and ηDR = 1.

Fig. 4. The normalized theoretical and measured PDP with the distance
between the Tx and Rx D = 40 cm.

The results show that the simulated PDPs follow well the
shape of the measured PDPs. The discrepancies between the
measured and simulated PDPs for short delay excesses are due
to different time scale resolutions. All multipaths arriving with
short time delays are lumped together in the measurements,
while in the simulations each arriving multipath is captured
individually. Also, we can observe that measured PDP sometimes has lower amplitude than predicted by the model. This
discrepancy is because our model assumes lossles reflections,
which is not a realistic assumption, but significantly simplifies
modeling.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
A two-dimensional geometrical propagation model for
wideband terahertz (THz) indoor communications was proposed. Based on the geometrical model, a parametric reference
model for wideband THz multipath fading channels was developed. From the reference model, the corresponding power
delay profiles were derived and compared with measured
4

data. The results show good agreement between measured and
simulated PDPs.
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